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Figure 5. Time traces from MAST pulses 302 76 (red) and 302 77
(black) showing (a) RMP coil current per turn, (b) total neutron rate
and (c)–(e) neutron rates in three different NC channels.
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Abstract

The effects of resonant magnetic perturbations (RMPs) on the confinement of energetic (neutral
beam) ions in the Mega Amp Spherical Tokamak (MAST) are assessed experimentally using
measurements of neutrons, fusion protons and fast ion Dα (FIDA) light emission. In single
null-diverted (SND) MAST pulses with relatively low plasma current (400 kA), the total
neutron emission dropped by approximately a factor of two when RMPs with toroidal mode
number n  =  3 were applied. The measured neutron rate during RMPs was much lower than
that calculated using the TRANSP plasma simulation code, even when non-classical (but
axisymmetric) ad hoc fast ion transport was taken into account in the latter. Sharp drops in
spatially-resolved neutron rates, fusion proton rates and FIDA emission were also observed. First
principles-based simulations of RMP-induced fast ion transport in MAST, using the F3D-OFMC
code, show similar losses for two alternative representations of the MAST first wall, with and
without full orbit effects taken into account; for n  =  6 RMPs in a 600 kA plasma, the additional
loss of beam power due to the RMPs was found in the simulations to be approximately 11%.
Keywords: fast ion transport, RMPs, FIDA, TRANSP, MAST
(Some figures may appear in colour only in the online journal)

1. Introduction

(associated with the fact that toroidal canonical momentum is
no longer a constant of the motion for collisionless particles)
is offset in at least some cases by the accompanying reduction
in ELM amplitudes, since ELMs themselves can cause fast ion
losses [1]. The overall effect of externally-applied field perturbations on fast ion confinement is therefore rather complex and
it is not at all clear how results in existing experiments can be
extrapolated to future devices, in particular ITER. There has
been some predictive modelling of the effects of RMPs (but
not ELMs) on the confinement of fusion alpha-particles and
beam ions in ITER, specifically in steady-state scenarios with

Three-dimensional field perturbations are frequently added
(using external coils) to the otherwise axisymmetric equilibrium magnetic fields in tokamak plasmas with the aim of
suppressing edge localised modes (ELMs), or at least ameliorating their effects. It has been found in ASDEX Upgrade [1],
KSTAR [2] and DIII-D [3] that such fields, often referred to
as resonant magnetic perturbartions (RMPs), can degrade the
confinement of energetic ions. However there is also evidence
that the deconfining effect of a departure from axisymmetry
0741-3335/15/075003+11$33.00
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than suppressed by plasma effects [11]. It is important to
quantify the effects of RMPs on fast ions in MAST since an
understanding of these effects in such a challenging regime
would provide more confidence in the modelling of related
processes in ITER.
In section 2 we present evidence obtained experimentally
and supported using the TRANSP plasma simulation code
that additional fast ion transport was caused by RMPs in some
MAST discharges, focussing particularly on SND plasmas.
F3D-OFMC computations of fast ion losses with and without
n  =  6 RMPs in an SND MAST plasma are reported in section 3. Conclusions, together with a brief discussion of possible fast ion loss mechanisms and of future work required in
this area, are presented in section 4.

plasma current Ip  =  9 MA [4, 5]. While RMP-induced alphaparticle losses were found to be acceptably low (less than
1%), additional losses of beam ions were predicted to be up
to around 16–17%. Since the beams are required to provide
a large fraction of the driven current and auxiliary heating in
ITER, losses of this magnitude would imply a significant degradation of plasma performance in this particular scenario. One
caveat here is that the RMP fields used in the ITER modelling
were computed by solving the vacuum Maxwell equations and
thus did not take into account the plasma response to the RMP
coil currents; resistive magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) calculations show that resonant harmonics of RMPs (that is to say,
Fourier components of the perturbations with poloidal and
toroidal mode numbers m and n such that m/n  =  q, the local
safety factor) are strongly suppressed in ITER when plasma
effects and rotation are taken into account [6]. Nevertheless
the results reported in [4, 5] illustrate the importance of understanding the effects of RMPs on fast ion confinement.
In this paper we present experimental evidence of significant fast ion transport and losses in the Mega Amp Spherical
Tokamak (MAST) arising directly from the application of
RMPs and preliminary modelling of such losses carried out
using F3D-OFMC, an upgraded version of a particle tracking
code described originally in [7]. MAST plasmas typically had
major and minor radii R ≃ 0.95 m (at the magnetic axis), a ≃
0.65 m, elongation κ in the range 1.5–2.5, toroidal field B0 ≃
0.65 T at R  =  0.75 m and Ip ≃ 1 MA. The device was equipped
with twelve in-vessel ELM mitigation coils below the midplane and six coils above the midplane, making it possible
to have RMPs with a maximum toroidal mode number n  =  3
in up/down symmetric configurations or up to n  =  6 when
applied below the midplane only [8]. The fast ion population
arose mainly from the ionization of two deuterium neutral
beams, injected tangentially to flux surfaces with R ≃ 0.7 m,
the ions having initial energies of up to about 70 keV. Such
ions typically undergo orbital excursions from flux surfaces
Δb that are a substantial fraction of the MAST plasma minor
radius (Δb/a can approach unity in some cases—see e.g.
figure 2(b) in [9]) and are thus liable to be affected by nonaxisymmetric field perturbations in the peripheral regions of
the plasma, such as RMPs. This is particularly the case when
the plasma is shifted vertically below the geometric midplane
of the vacuum vessel to produce a single-null diverted (SND)
configuration; since the beam lines are fixed, the beam deposition profile is then broadened, with the result that there is
reduced drive of fast particle pressure-driven instabilities such
as fishbones and toroidal Alfvén eigenmodes [10]. However in
SND plasmas a higher proportion of the beam ions have orbits
that pass close to the ELM-mitigation coils and a higher level
of RMP-induced fast ion transport is thus likely to occur.
The primary rationale for the present study is that it extends
the existing database of RMP-induced fast ion transport to the
relatively low magnetic field regime of spherical tokamaks,
in which the primary fast ions (deka-keV deuterons) undergo
orbital excursions from flux surfaces that can be a significant
fraction of the plasma minor radius. Recent calculations have
shown that in some MAST plasmas the non-resonant component of the RMP field can be significantly amplified rather

2. Experimental evidence for RMP-induced fast ion
transport in MAST
2.1. Diagnostics of fast ion transport due to RMPs in MAST

Unlike other tokamaks in which RMP-induced fast ion losses
have been observed, in MAST it was not possible to detect
directly particles of the main energetic ion species when they
were expelled from the plasma. However MAST was equipped
with several other diagnostics which made it possible to
study the behaviour of the beam ions. Neutrons produced in
DD fusion reactions (mainly beam-thermal reactions) could
be detected using a 235U fission chamber and a four-channel
neutron camera (NC), the latter providing information on the
spatial distribution of the neutron emission [12]. A fast ion
Dα (FIDA) spectrometer was used to measure Doppler-shifted
light produced by beam ions when they exchanged electrons
with beam or thermal deuterium atoms; measurements of
FIDA emission along different lines of sight and at different
wavelengths have provided information on changes in the fast
ion distribution resulting from MHD instabilities, in particular
fishbones [13]. Finally, in the most recent MAST campaign a
prototype detector was used to measure rates of protons and
tritons produced in DD fusion reactions; as in the case of the
NC, four channels were available, providing spatial information on the fusion reactivity and hence on the beam ions
causing most of these reactions [14].
2.2. Choice of plasmas for study

In the present paper we concentrate, for reasons discussed
in the previous section, on SND plasmas. We also focus our
attention on MAST plasmas with low current, 400 kA, since
the fast ion orbit width scales inversely with this parameter
and therefore fast ions are more likely to undergo radial
excursions to the outboard plasma edge regions (where the
RMP amplitudes tend to be highest) when Ip is low. Even if
one restricts the search to 400 kA SND plasmas, identifying
unambiguously the effects of RMPs on fast ion confinement is
not straightforward in MAST, due to changes in plasma conditions that often occur when RMPs are applied. In addition
to the reduction in ELM amplitudes noted in section 1, RMPs
can alter the MHD behaviour of MAST plasmas, which in turn
2
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Figure 1. Time traces from MAST pulses 300 86 (black) and 300 90 (red) showing (a) RMP coil current per turn, (b) total neutron rate, (c)
Dα emission and (d) root mean square rate of change of poloidal magnetic field measured using Mirnov coil outside plasma.

can affect fast ion transport. Moreover RMPs often lead to a
reduction (‘pump-out’) in the plasma density. To leading order
this does not affect the total neutron rate since the reduction
in target ion density, if ambipolar, is exactly offset in a hydrogenic plasma by an increase in the beam ion slowing-down
time and hence the steady-state beam ion density. However, as
described below, reductions in density tend to shift the beam
deposition profile towards the plasma core, further complicating the interpretation of neutron data.

of the two cases, we have calculated the time-averaged Sn
during the period 0.37 s  <  t  <  0.45 s and compared this neutron rate with the time average for 0.3 s  <  t  <  0.35 s, a period
before the application of RMPs in pulse 300 86 in which the
neutron rates in both pulses were approximately constant.
Comparing these two time intervals, we find that the average
Sn dropped by 39.3% in pulse 300 86 and by 12.0% in pulse
300 90. Thus, the drop in neutron rate was more than three
times larger in the RMP pulse than in the same period in the
non-RMP pulse. Both pulses were in the high confinement
(‘H-mode’) regime from about 0.3 s, before the application
of RMPs in pulse 300 86; this is indicated in figure 1(c) by
relatively low steady-state Dα emission, punctuated by shortlived bursts of emission due to ELMs. As was usual in MAST,
the application of RMPs caused the ELMs to have somewhat
lower amplitudes and to occur more frequently. As noted in
section 1, ELMs have been observed to cause fast ion losses
in other tokamaks and it is intended that a systematic study
of ELM-induced fast ions losses in MAST will be carried out
in the near future. In the present paper we confine ourselves
to the observation that a reduction in ELM amplitudes per se
would be expected to be accompanied by fewer fast ion losses
and thus a higher neutron rate, rather than the suppression in
Sn apparent in figure 1(b). The inference that this suppression
is likely to have been caused by the RMPs is strengthened by
figure 1(d), which shows that the application of RMPs in pulse
300 86 was accompanied by a reduction in MHD activity;
during this phase mode amplitudes were considerably lower

2.3. Fission chamber measurements

The caveats described above notwithstanding, we now present
data from a pair of SND, 400 kA MAST pulses in which the
application of RMPs had a clear effect on the fast ion population. Figure 1 consists of time traces from pulses 30086
(black) and 30090 (red), showing (a) the RMP coil current per
turn (there are four turns in each coil), (b) the total neutron rate
Sn measured by the fission chamber, (c) thermal Dα emission
from the plasma edge region (i.e. not FIDA emission, which is
produced mainly in the plasma core) and (d) the rate of change
of poloidal magnetic field measured using a Mirnov coil outside the plasma. The RMPs in pulse 300 86 had toroidal mode
number n  =  3. It can be seen that the application of the RMPs
coincided with a substantial drop in Sn that was not matched in
the pulse without RMPs, 300 90, although Sn dropped slightly
in this pulse as well; until this time the neutron rates in the two
pulses were very similar. To make a quantitative comparison
3
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Figure 2. Blue circles with error bars: rates of fusion protons recorded in four detector channels during MAST pulse 300 86. Red curves: Sn

normalised to same scale as proton rates. The dashed lines indicate the time at which the RMP coil current reached its maximum value. The
values of R corresponding to (a)–(d) are the average major radii at which protons detected in the four channels cross the midplane.

in pulse 300 86 than in the pulse without RMPs, 300 90. In
any case no MHD modes of the type normally associated with
anomalous fast ion transport in MAST, such as fishbones,
saturated internal kink modes, sawteeth and toroidal Alfvén
eigenmodes [15], were observed in either pulse during the
period in which Sn was suppressed in pulse 300 86.
During the RMP phase in pulse 300 86, the electron temperature Te was typically about 10% lower than in 300 90
across much of the plasma. Assuming that the electron
heat transport was not significantly affected by the RMPs,
some reduction in Te is to be expected if fast ions were less
well-confined, since beam ions provided most of the electron heating. A lower Te would also account for part of the
observed fall in Sn, due to the Te3/2 dependence of the beam
ion slowing-down time. Unlike many MAST plasmas with
RMPs, the application of field perturbations in pulse 300 86
was not accompanied by a strong density pump-out and so
we would not expect the beam deposition profile to have been
have significantly affected.
Another point to note in the comparison between these two
pulses is that the plasma rotation in pulse 300 86 collapsed
from around 80 kms−1 in the plasma centre to a value close to
zero at t ≃ 0.38 s, shortly after the RMP coil currents reached
their maximum value. RMP-induced braking of the plasma
rotation, which was often observed in MAST, tends to increase
the neutron emission because the beam ion energy Eb in the
rest frame of a thermal deuteron is, on average, higher and the
beam-thermal fusion cross-section σ is a strongly increasing
function of Eb [16] (MAST plasmas invariably rotated in the
direction of beam injection, since the beams were the principal
source of momentum input). Comparing the rotation rates in
pulses 300 86 and 300 90, we estimate that the absence of rotation during the application of RMPs in the former implies an
increase in σ at the beam injection energy of around 10%. This
is further evidence that the subtantial reduction of the neutron
rate in pulse 300 86 is attributable to RMP-induced fast ion
transport.

One possibility is that the reduction in neutron rate could
have been caused by the growth of a large amplitude magnetic
island as the plasma slowed down. Such ‘locked modes’ were
detected in MAST when error fields of sufficiently high amplitude were present [17] and particle simulations have demonstrated that large amplitude islands can greatly enhance fast
ion losses in MAST-like plasmas [18]. However locked modes
produced distinct signatures in infared camera measurements
(splitting of the divertor strike point heat flux) and saddle coil
measurements (sudden changes in the sign and amplitude of
coil signals), neither of which were detected during the RMP
phase in pulse 300 86. We conclude that there is no evidence
for the reduction of the neutron rate in this pulse being caused
by the growth of a locked mode.
In pulse 300 86 there was a partial recovery in Sn starting
at about 0.46 s, coinciding with a temporary transition back
to low confinement (‘L-mode’). At this time the electron density close to the plasma edge collapsed from a typical H-mode
‘pedestal’ value of nearly 4  × 1019 m−3 to a typical L-mode
value of about 1019 m−3. The resulting increase in the mean
free path of beam neutrals entering the plasma caused the
beam deposition profile to be shifted from the plasma edge
to the core, resulting in better fast ion confinement; this effect
appears to account for most of the observed increase in Sn. The
neutron rate started to drop again after a second transition into
H-mode at about 0.473 s, due apparently to a restored H-mode
pedestal shifting the beam deposition profile back towards the
plasma edge.
2.4. Fusion proton measurements

Figure 2 shows rates of fusion protons recorded in four
channels, corresponding to unconfined particle trajectories
crossing the midplane at four different major radii (indicated
on the figure) for the pulse with RMPs discussed above,
300 86. The raw data were binned into 1 ms time intervals;
the error bars in figure 2 indicate the Poisson noise associated
4
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Figure 3. Toroidal FIDA emission versus time in MAST pulses 300 86 (black) and 300 90 (red) for three wavelength ranges (corresponding
to different minimum fast ion energies, indicated on the figure) and two different major radii, R. The blue vertical dashed lines indicate the
beginning of the period in which RMPs were applied. Parts (a)–(f) of the figure correspond to different combinations of wavelength range and R.

curved trajectories. Moreover it should be noted that the beam
ion density profiles in SND plasmas such as this are generally
hollow, due to the use of off-axis beam injection (see figure 8
in [10]).

with the number of counts recorded in each interval. For comparison, the red curves in figure 2 show Sn, normalised to the
same scale as the proton rates. Dashed vertical lines indicate
the time at which the main RMP coil current ramp-up ended.
A similar trend can be seen in all channels and in Sn, with clear
drops in the measured rates occurring shortly after the end of
the RMP ramp-up. As in the case of the fission chamber measurements, we calculated the time-averaged proton rates in the
four channels during the periods 0.3 s  <  t  <  0.35 s and 0.37
s  <  t  <  0.45 s, before and during the application of the RMPs.
The drops in the average proton rates between these two time
intervals were found to be 39% (channel 0), 38% (channel 1),
39% (channel 2) and 42% (channel 3). Unsurprisingly, the relative drops in proton rates are very similar to the relative drop
in the total neutron rate (39.3%) in the same time intervals.
It is interesting to note that the largest drop (42%) occurred
in channel 3, whereas the largest absolute rates prior to the
application of the RMPs were recorded in channels 1 and 2.
This suggests that losses were less likely to occur in regions
of the plasma with the highest beam ion density. However the
difference between the rate drop in channel 3 and those in the
other channels is at the margins of statistical significance and
therefore this result should be treated with caution. In any case
the interpretation of fusion proton count rates is not straightforward, due to the fact that protons (unlike neutrons) have

2.5. FIDA measurements

Figure 3 shows toroidal FIDA emission versus time in the two
pulses discussed above. The left-hand and right-hand plots
show data for two different values of R, which here represents
the average major radius at which the FIDA line of sight intersects one of the beamlines. The dashed vertical lines indicate
the time at which the RMPs were first applied. Higher Doppler
shifts Δλ from the Dα rest wavelength in air λ  =  656.1 nm
correspond to higher line-of-sight velocities, hence higher
minimum beam ion energies Emin  =  mDc2Δλ2/(2λ2) where
mDc2 is the deuteron rest mass energy. Allowing for the finite
spectral resolution of the diagnostic, the minimum energies of
the fast particles emitting Dα light at the lowest wavelengths
corresponding to the three pairs of plots in figure 3 are 45
keV ((a) and (d)), 51 keV ((b) and (e)) and 56 keV ((c) and
(f)). When the RMPs are applied the emission drops sharply
at both values of R and in every wavelength range; there is
no obvious dependence on either parameter. The negative
recorded values in the FIDA signal at t ≃ 0.42 s in figure 3(f)
5
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Figure 4. Top plot: total neutron rates measured using the fission chamber (black) and simulated using TRANSP with no anomalous fast
ion diffusion (green dashed-dotted curve) and with Da  =  1 m2 s−1 (blue dotted curve) in MAST pulse 300 86. Bottom plot: root mean square
signal measured using an outboard Mirnov coil. The dashed vertical line indicates the time at which the RMPs were first applied.

anomalous fast ion transport tracks the measured rate fairly
well until RMPs are applied, then remains high while the
measured rate drops by nearly 50%. Both the simulated rates
increase along with the measured rate after the HL transition
at about 0.46 s, due to the inward shift of the beam deposition
profile noted earlier, but the large disparity between simulations and measurements persists until the end of the pulse.
In order to achieve near-agreement between measured and
simulated neutron rates, it is normally necessary to set Da  ≠  0
(typically a constant value is used) in plasmas with high levels
of MHD activity [10]. However shortly after the application
of RMPs in 300 86, the amplitude of MHD activity dropped
considerably (see figure 1(d) and the lower plot in figure 4),
which suggests that it would be more appropriate to set Da  =  0
in NUBEAM during this phase of the pulse, were it not for
the presence of an additional fast ion transport process unrelated to the level of MHD activity. We infer that this additional
transport was probably caused by the RMPs.

are of course unphysical, but they are insignificant compared
to the systematic uncertainty in the measurement; the most
that can be inferred here is that the signal is close to zero at
this time and in this wavelength range. The recovery of the
fast ion population due to the HL transition at 0.46 s is seen in
every case and indeed is more pronounced in FIDA emission
than it is in the total neutron rate.
It should be noted that the FIDA diagnostic is not uniformly sensitive to different regions of fast ion velocity space
[19]. However plotting the signal versus time for different
wavelength ranges, as in figure 3, makes it possible to determine whether the RMP effect is restricted to fast ions with
energies below the approximate threshold values indicated in
the figure. This appears not to be the case, since even the data
for Emin  =  56 keV ((c) and (f)) show a significant reduction
in signal during the period of RMP application. Thus it may
be concluded that the data shown in figure 3 are consistent
with a scenario in which the RMPs affect all of the fast ions
within the line of sight-neutral beam intersection region that
contribute to the observed FIDA signal, i.e. ions with energies in excess of 45 keV and with a range of pitch angles that
depends on energy [19].

2.7. Neutron camera measurements

Unfortunately no NC measurements were obtained during
pulse 300 86. However data were obtained using this diagnostic in other 400 kA SND pulses with and without RMPs.
Figure 5 shows data from a pair of such pulses, 302 76 and
302 77. In the second of these pulses the RMP coil current
was ramped up very gradually, over a period of 170 ms and
then held constant for as long as beam injection was applied,
as shown in figure 5(a). The total neutron rates for the two
pulses are plotted in figure 5(b), while neutron rates in the
three available NC channels are shown in figures 5(c)–(e).
The parameter p indicated in figures 5(c)–(e) is the tangency
major radius of the NC line of sight while Z is the vertical
position of the line of sight at the tangency point relative to
the midplane of an up-down symmetric plasma. Since these

2.6. NUBEAM/TRANSP modelling

The NUBEAM module of the TRANSP plasma simulation
code is used to model the collisional evolution of beam ion
distributions, with the option of adding ad hoc non-collisional
transport [20]. The top frame of figure 4 shows the measured
total neutron rate in pulse 300 86 (black curve) together with
synthetic rates computed from NUBEAM simulations with
purely collisional transport (green dashed-dotted curve) and
with an additional diffusivity Da  =  1 m2 s−1 across the plasma
and throughout the discharge (blue dotted curve). It can be
seen that the synthetic rate obtained from the simulation with
6
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Figure 5. Time traces from MAST pulses 302 76 (red) and 302 77 (black) showing (a) RMP coil current per turn, (b) total neutron rate and
((c)–(e)) neutron rates in three different NC channels.

rate than the non-RMP pulse, 302 76. As discussed earlier, all
of these effects would be expected to cause an increase in the
neutron emission rather than the observed suppression. The
electron temperature and density profiles were broadly similar, although the temperatures in pulse 302 77 were slightly
lower on average, as expected if there were fewer beam ions
available in the plasma to provide auxiliary heating.
We comment finally in this section that some evidence has
also been found of fast ion losses due to n  =  6 RMPs in 600
kA SND MAST pulses, but this is generally less clear-cut than
in the 400 kA pulses with n  =  3 RMPs discussed above.

are single null plasmas, displaced towards the lower divertor,
the NC channels with Z  =  0 had lines of sight that were above
the magnetic axis, located at R ≃ 1 m, Z ≃  −0.24 m during
the period of RMP application in pulse 302 77. Comparing the
two pulses, it can be seen that there is a gradual divergence
of the total neutron rates and the rates in all NC channels as
the coil currents are ramped up, with fewer neutrons being
produced in the pulse with RMPs. Out of the three NC channels, the greatest fast ion depletion appears to have occurred in
the ones with p  =  0.91 m: between the start of the RMP ramp
in pulse 302 77 and the end of the pulse, the neutron rates
in these two channels fell by nearly a factor of two, whereas
the rates in pulse 302 76 remained approximately constant or
increased slightly in the same period. There was a somewhat
smaller (but still significant) relative depletion of the neutron
rate in the channel with p  =  1.1 m, Z  =  0, despite the fact
that neutrons in this line of sight were produced by fast ions
passing closer to the plasma edge, where more RMP-induced
fast ion losses might be expected to occur.
During the period of RMP application, pulse 302 77 had
smaller ELMs, less MHD activity and a lower toroidal rotation

3. Modelling and interpretation
In addition to the TRANSP simulations with prescribed
non-classical fast ion transport described above, first principles-based simulations of beam ions in MAST plasmas
with and without RMPs have been carried out using the
F3D-OFMC code [7]. Either the full orbits or the guidingcentre orbits of the beam ions were tracked from birth to
7
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Figure 6. Open circles: representations W1 and W2 of MAST first wall used in F3D-OFMC simulations. The integers next to black circles
are ‘wall numbers’ used to characterise the spatial distribution of heat loads due to beam ion losses. Red contours: flux surfaces of MAST
equilibrium used in simulations. The equilibrium was obtained using measurements of magnetic fields outside the plasma and of pressure in
the plasma periphery in MAST pulse 27 205.

thermalization, taking into account collisions with bulk ions
and electrons. In the simulations with RMPs, the field perturbations had toroidal mode number n  =  6 and were calculated
in the vacuum approximation using the exact location and
geometry of the RMP coils in MAST, the coil current being
set equal to the maximum value (5.6 kA turns). As discussed
in section 1, RMPs in MAST can be significantly amplified
by plasma effects. Simulations based on a vacuum model for
the field perturbations are thus likely to underestimate fast
ion losses. The equilibrium and plasma profiles used in the
F3D-OFMC simulations were based on measurements from
a single-null MAST pulse, 272 05, which had a plasma current of 600 kA. For the purpose of modelling collisions, the
effective charge state of the plasma Zeff was set equal to 1.5.
A particle was considered to be lost when it struck a notional
first wall outside the last closed flux surface. Two alternative
representations of this were used, designated here as W1 and
W2: see figure 6. The actual MAST vacuum vessel lies outside both W1 and W2, at R ≃ 2 m, but in practice fast ions
crossing either of the boundaries shown in figure 6 would
almost certainly be lost in a real MAST discharge due to
either impact on in-vessel solid surfaces (coils, diagnostics or
the centre column) or charge exchange with neutral particles.
Both MAST neutral beams were modelled in the simulations,
with primary birth energies Eb set equal to 65 keV and 51 keV.
The total beam power was assumed to be 5 MW and, for each
beam, ions born at Eb, Eb/2 and Eb/3 contained, respectively,
74%, 18.5% and 7.5% of the injected power.
A set of six simulations were carried out to determine the
effects of the RMPs on the neutral beam power coupled to the
plasma and the sensitivity of the results to the choice of first
wall and finite Larmor radius effects. A total of 102 400 particles were tracked in the full orbit simulations with RMPs and
25 600 particles were tracked in the other simulations. Finite
Larmor radius effects were taken into account in the guiding

Table 1. Neutral beam power losses in F3D-OFMC simulations.

Orbit following
Magnetic field Scheme
Wall

RMPTotal lost induced Lost
Power (%) power (%)

Axisymmetric
n  =  6 RMPs
n  =  6 RMPs
Axisymmetric
n  =  6 RMPs
n  =  6 RMPs

5.7
16.5
16.2
11.5
22.6
22.1

Full orbit
Full orbit
Guiding centre
Full orbit
Full orbit
Guiding centre

W1
W1
W1
W2
W2
W2

—
10.8
10.5
—
11.1
10.6

Note: The RMP-induced losses were obtained by subtracting the results for
full orbit losses in axisymmetric plasmas from the total figures.

centre simulations for the purposes of calculating the birth
profile and particle losses. Table 1 lists the figures obtained
in the simulations for the total loss of neutral beam heating
power due to fast ion losses; the final column gives the loss of
beam power due specifically to RMPs, obtained by subtracting
the axisymmetric result for each wall from the total figure.
It is evident that the RMP-induced loss of beam heating power
found in the simulations is considerable (around 11%) and
doesn't depend strongly on either the choice of first wall or
finite Larmor radius effects. Full orbit losses are very slightly
higher than guiding centre losses, but the differences are very
small (comparable to the statistical noise level in the simulations), despite the fact that beam ions are born in MAST
with Larmor radii that can be around 10% of the plasma minor
radius.
In addition to the overall reduction in beam heating efficiency arising from RMP-induced particle losses, the heat
load due to such losses in different regions of the first wall is
also an issue of potential concern. Figure 7 shows the toroidally-averaged heat load due to lost ions versus wall number
in the W2 full orbit simulation. Using the right hand frame of
8
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Figure 7. Toroidally-averaged heat load due to lost beam ions versus wall number in F3D-OFMC simulation of MAST SND pulse with
n  =  6 RMPs. Wall representation W2 was used in this case.

Figure 8. Heat load due to lost beam ions versus toroidal angle and wall number in F3D-OFMC simulation of MAST SND pulse with
n  =  6 RMPs and wall representation W2. The range of wall numbers includes the main peak of the distribution shown in figure 7.

Figure 9. Loss of NBI power (normalised to value after one slowing-down time in plasma centre) due to RMP-induced fast ion transport in
F3D-OFMC simulation of MAST SND pulse with n  =  6 RMPs, (a) over first 0.5 ms and (b) over 25 ms.

figure 6 to relate the wall numbers to points in the poloidal
cross-section of the MAST vessel, we note that the highest
heat loads (up to 0.4 MWm−2) are predicted in this case to
occur in the vicinity of the RMP coils. However somewhat
different results were obtained in the W1 simulations and so
the computed poloidal distribution of losses depends on the
choice of first wall (although the total RMP-induced loss of
NBI power does not). When the heat load is plotted as a function of toroidal angle φ (figure 8), it is found to have the same

periodicity as the RMP coils (i.e. n  =  6), peaking near the centres of coils producing a radial field perturbation BR  <  0 in
the plasma. Although MAST was equipped with infrared cameras, which could in principle have detected heating of plasma
facing-components arising from fast ion losses, their field
of view did not routinely include the ELM mitigation coils,
where figure 7 indicates the highest heat loads. No infrared
images of the coils are available for shots in which evidence
of RMP-induced fast ion transport has been found.
9
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Figure 9 shows the loss of neutral beam power normalized
to its value after one slowing-down time in the plasma centre
(23.6 ms) in one of the simulations with RMPs, (a) over the
first 500 µs and (b) over 25 ms. It is apparent that essentially
all the losses (a high proportion of which were due to the
RMPs) occurred on sub-collisional timescales, before the ions
had lost a significant fraction of their initial energy.
Finally in this subsection, we compare the F3D-OFMC
results with simulations of RMP-induced fast ion losses in
MAST performed recently using the VENUS-LEVIS guiding
centre code [21]. In these simulations a double null-diverted
(DND) equilibrium was used, with Ip  =  545 kA. The effects of
RMPs with n  =  3 were studied, with and without the plasma
response to the coil currents taken into account. In the light
of the finding that non-resonant components of RMPs can
be amplified rather than suppressed by plasma effects [11], it
is interesting to note that higher losses were observed in the
VENUS-LEVIS simulations when such effects were included.
The absolute losses reported by Pfefferlé and co-workers (see
figure 4 in [21]) are somewhat lower than those found using
F3D-OFMC. This is likely to be due mainly to these authors'
use of DND plasma equilibria, with fast ion profiles that were
relatively core-localised and thus less susceptible to losses
caused by field perturbations peaking at the plasma edge. We
note also that the toroidal distribution of losses found using
VENUS-LEVIS (see figure 3 in [21]) was similar to that
observed with F3D-OFMC, i.e. the periodiocity of the losses
reflected that of the RMPs causing them.

parallel motion in stochastic fields and particle drifts in threedimensional fields. To quantify the first of these for MAST
plasmas, we note that the diffusivity Ds associated with parallel motion in a stochastic field is [22]


~ 2
Ds = v∥qR(B /B ) ,

(1)

~
where v∥ is the parallel fast particle velocity, B is the field
perturbation and B is the equilibrium field. The second of the
proposed transport mechanisms can be assessed by noting that
the radial grad-B drift speed due to toroidal variation of the
field is
~
nv⊥2 BB
θ
,
v
=

r
(2)
R Ωi B 2

where v⊥ is the perpendicular fast particle velocity, Ωi is the
fast ion cyclotron frequency and Bθ is the poloidal magnetic
field. Resistive MHD calculations using the MARS-F code
~
[11] indicate that the RMP amplitude B can be of order 10−3 T
in the core region of MAST, where large numbers of fast ions
are present. Setting B  =  0.4 T, Bθ  =  0.1 T, E  =  60 keV and
n  =  6, both of the expressions above suggest that some beam
ions could be lost on timescales of less than 1 ms, consistent with the F3D-OFMC results shown in figure 9. However
enhanced diffusion due to stochastic fields should expel electrons more readily than fast ions, since the former generally
have a higher v∥ and so we would expect fast ion losses due
to the process described by equation (1) to be accompanied
by a strong degradation in electron confinement. This did not
occur in the pulses with n  =  3 RMPs discussed in section 2,
suggesting that the three-dimensional drift given by equation (2) is a more likely cause of the fast ion losses. However
some caveats are necessary here. It should not be inferred
that the n dependence of the drift speed necessarily indicates
a monotonic increase of the losses with RMP toroidal mode
~
number, first because the perturbation amplitude B depends
in general on n and second because the direction of the drift
~
depends on the sign of B , which alternates over a range of
toroidal angles equal to 2π/n. In general the drift would not be
expected to average to zero, however, because of finite orbit
width, finite Larmor radius and trapped particle effects. An
assessment of the overall effects of three-dimensional drifts
on fast ion orbits requires a detailed study which is beyond
the scope of the present paper. RMP-induced fast ion transport could also be determined in part by resonances between
the fast particle motion and the RMP perturbation (i.e. waveparticle resonances, with the RMPs playing the role of zero
frequency modes).
As discussed in section 2, high levels of RMP-induced
fast ion losses are more likely to have occurred in single
null MAST plasmas due to the fact that such plasmas had
relatively broad fast ion profiles, with some of the fast ions
passing close to the coils and hence encountering relatively
strong field perturbations. Similar profiles can be achieved in
up-down symmetric, DND plasmas if one of the beam lines is
displaced vertically from the magnetic axis, as in the upgrade
to MAST currently under construction [23]. MAST-Upgrade
will also be equipped with ELM mitigation coils: the present

4. Conclusions and discussion
Measurements of charged and neutral fusion products, together
with FIDA measurements and TRANSP modelling, have been
shown to contain strong evidence for fast ion transport due to
resonant magnetic perturbations (RMPs) with toroidal mode
number n  =  3 in 400 kA single-null discharges in the MAST
spherical tokamak. In particular the total and spatially-resolved
neutron rates dropped by approximately a factor of two when
RMPs were applied and an even larger drop was observed in
one of the channels of a fusion proton detector in one pulse.
In a comparison pulse without RMPs, the neutron rate dropped
in the same interval, but by a much smaller amount. At the
same time there was a reduction in MHD activity. Modelling
of this pulse using the TRANSP code reproduces the coarse
evolution of the measured total neutron rate until RMPs are
applied; after this time, the synthetic neutron rate overestimates
the measured rate by around a factor of two, even when nonclassical axisymmetric transport is used to evolve the fast ions
in TRANSP. We conclude that this shortfall can be attributed
to non-axisymmetric effects, specifically RMPs. Simulations
using the F3D-OFMC code of a 600 kA MAST plasma with
n  =  6 vacuum RMP fields show similar losses for two representations of the MAST first wall, with and without full orbit
effects taken into account. In these simulations RMPs were
found to cause an 11% loss of neutral beam power.
Pfefferlé and co-workers [21] proposed two possible mechanisms for fast ion loss due to RMPs: transport due to rapid
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work indicates that the effects of RMPs on fast ion confinement should be considered when designing plasma scenarios
with off-axis beam injection.
Apart from reducing the efficiency of beam heating and
current drive and increasing heat loads on plasma-facing components, losses of fast ions due to RMPs could also affect
plasma rotation. It is well-known that non-ambipolar fast ion
losses from a tokamak plasma invariably produce a countercurrent torque [24] and hence a toroidal braking of the plasma
if it is rotating in the co-current direction, which is normally
the case. This provides a possible explanation of the fact that
saturated rotation levels in simulations of MAST plasmas
with RMPs carried out using the quasi-linear MARS-Q code
exceed experimentally-measured values [25].
In this paper we have presented experimental evidence that
fast ion confinement in MAST can be significantly degraded
by RMPs under certain conditions and also the results of first
principles-based simulations carried out for one particular
RMP configuration. Much work remains to be done on the
modelling and interpretation of RMP-induced fast ion transport in MAST and MAST-Upgrade, for example to determine
the dependence of the losses on RMP toroidal mode number
and plasma current. It would be of particular interest to simulate 400 kA SND MAST plasmas with n  =  3 RMPs, since we
have found evidence of high levels of fast particle transport
occurring in such plasmas. Experimental studies of this process in MAST-Upgrade would also be highly desirable, particularly in view of the fact that this device, unlike MAST,
will be equipped with a fast ion loss detector, which will allow
direct measurements of RMP-induced losses to be made.

please contact PublicationsManager@ccfe.ac.uk. The views
and opinions expressed herein do not necessarily reflect those
of the European Commission.
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